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SYNOPSIS  
 
A new generation of Agents has immerged. Their work may seem to some as mediocrity, 
but to them they carry a very high esteem because of who they represent. They have 
made an oath to help their brothers and sisters through times of difficulty…even at the 
expense of their own lives. They have vowed never to use lies, manipulation and deceit in 
their endeavours as these are weapons of the enemy…They are the arm of 
revolution…they extend themselves to a limit no ordinary human would…they will do 
anything to get the job done. What they do is classified…they are representatives of 
Christ…they stand as a mediator between human problems and heavenly solution…they 
are the Agents of Christ, Incorporated…. but to you…they are friends. 
 
Agents have been on many cases, but for Agent Allan Johnson, this will be his first case.  
 

Case # One…Classified….”The Prodigal Daughter” 
 
LIST OF CHARACTERS 
 
Agent Allan Johnson - MALE, Mid 20’s 
Lisa   - FEMALE, Early 20’s 
Kerrian  - FEMALE, Mid-Late 20’s 
Olivia also Mom - FEMALE, Early 20’s & Late 40’s 
Jason also Vance - MALE, Mid 30’s & Late 20’s 
Extras 
 
SETTING 
 
Living Room complete with all the necessary furniture, i.e. couch, dining set, centre 
table, paintings on wall, two doors leading offstage. For ACT II, the furniture can just be 
rearranged to suggest a different location. 
 
 
PROPS. 
 
Photographs, files, shades, books, cups, cell phone 
 
 
COSTUMES 
 
All characters wear contemporary clothing. I would suggest that the agents look like 
Agents (you can stretch your creative instincts here). Lisa is a more ‘latest fashion’ type 
dresser, while Kerrian is a little reserved. 
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ACT I 
THE SCRIPT 
 
 SFX: Knock, Knock, Knock. 
 
 A huge manila envelope slides under the door. 
 
 ALLAN appears offstage. He’s a little groggy as he pulls a robe over his pyjamas. 
 
 He takes the envelope off the ground and walks over to a table. He drops the 
 Envelope on the table. 
 
 He goes to a refrigerator and takes out a half eaten sandwich and coke. 
 
 He sits at the table and finishes the sandwich, then drinks the coke. He wipes 
 His mouth…looks at the envelope…..opens the envelope. 
 
 He goes through the contents of the file looking at pictures, reading notes, etc. 
 
 When he gets through the file…he reaches for a writing pad and a pen. 
 
ALLAN: (writes) Dear God…(Pause)…Case # One…My First case….(pause)…The 
Prodigal Daughter…. 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE I 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 KERRIAN appears onstage. Her husband walks out behind her. They are 
 Engaged in a heated argument….but the audience should only hear Allan 
 As he speaks (this can either be recorded or Allan uses a mike offstage) 
 
ALLAN’S VOICE: It seems a bit strange that I would be assigned to a woman. But it 
says in her file that she has no luck with women friends, so a man would have a better 
chance of getting close enough to help. (pause) I hope I am strong enough. (pause) Her 
name is Kerrian. She’s just twenty-five years old, though her experiences have far 
surpassed that age. Abandoned by her mother at two, Abused when she was thirteen. She 
has lived at seven different foster homes until eventually she got married to a man she 
met at church…the third church she had been a member. Her marriage only lasted a year 
as her husband turned out to be a pervert who had a crush on little girls. ..or so they say… 
 
 Kerrian hits her husband chest a few times. He holds her hands. She is close to 
 Tears. Husband lets her go and exits. 
 
 Kerrian collapses on stage in tears. 
 
ALLAN’S VOICE: Now she has no interest in either Church or You…God, I assume 
that this will be very difficult for me…but its not about me. One of your daughters is 
hurting and as I approach this situation may you grant me solutions and strength and 
courage to help her overcome. I cannot do this without your help and…(pause)…neither 
can she. 
 
 Olivia enters. 
 
OLIVIA: Hey girl… 
 
 Kerrian tries to conceal her tears without success. 
 
OLIVIA: What’s going on? 
 
KERRIAN: Not now, Olivia. 
 
OLIVIA: You ain’t pushing me away this time, girl. (goes to her side) What’s going on? 
 
KERRIAN: We had a fight. 
 
OLIVIA: Well that much is obvious. The man almost ran me over just now…says he 
won’t be coming back. 
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KERRIAN: I really don’t want to talk about this now. 
 
OLIVIA: Listen I know you and I know your husband…. 
 
KERRIAN: Yeah…did you know my husband has an obsessive crush on little girls? 
 
OLIVIA: What? 
 
KERRIAN: Don’t pretend, Olivia…I see you two whispering in each other’s ear all the 
time. What do you talk about? 
 
OLIVIA: Girl, I’m your best friend. What do you think we talk about? Don’t go freaking 
out on me. 
 
KERRIAN: Leave me alone…please. 
 
OLIVIA: Oh I’m gonna go…but if you decide on running again I would appreciate it if 
you paid me what you owe me first. 
 
KERRIAN: What? 
 
OLIVIA: That’s why I came over here, Kerry…I need the money to do some business 
and I know you. Once life gets too tough for you, you up and disappear. I need my 
money. 
 
KERRIAN: I can’t believe you’re doing this to me….now. 
 
OLIVIA: I’m sorry, Kerry and I feel your pain….but the fact still remains. I don’t want 
you running off with my money. 
 
KERRIAN: Get out. 
 
OLIVIA: What? 
 
KERRIAN: GET OUT! 
 
 Olivia backs off…then exits. 
 
 Kerrian smashes a few things before exiting. 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE 2 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 SFX: Knock, Knock. 
 
 LISA appears….she goes to the door and opens it. 
 
 ALLAN is standing on the other side. 
 
ALLAN: Hey. 
 
LISA: Hey…come on in. 
 
 Allan steps past her and she closes the door. 
 
ALLAN: Nice place. 
 
LISA: Yeah…. 
 
 Awkward silence. 
 
ALLAN: How is she? 
 
LISA: Hard to say. She gets up every morning…goes jogging….hangs around the park 
for hours and hours….then comes back in the afternoon…takes a shower….goes to 
sleep…wake up in the night….watch television…..falls asleep on the Couch…..then 
starts over again the next day. 
 
ALLAN: Whew….sounds exciting. 
 
LISA: Yeah, well…sooner or later she’ll need a reality check. Life goes on. 
 
ALLAN: God has a way of working it out. 
 
LISA: He better do it fast. I think something’s going on upstairs (touches side of head) 
that we don’t know about. 
 
ALLAN: Do you think she’ll run away again? 
 
LISA: That’s how she deals with problems, Allan. This house…this neighbourhood will 
constantly remind her of the pain. Sooner or later Kerrian is going to start running again. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah…any word on your mother. 
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 Lisa pulls a newspaper from under the Couch and hands it to Allan pointing at a  

certain section. 
 
LISA: I placed an ad in the paper, like you said…I got two calls claiming to be cousins. 
But I haven’t followed up on that yet. I don’t know if I should. 
 
ALLAN: Why not? 
 
LISA: Because I don’t trust people…they are very deceitful. 
 
ALLAN: Well, that’s true…but these are leads. We should follow up. I still think her 
mother will be the key to her redemption. 
 
LISA: Whatever you say? 
 
ALLAN: You don’t believe. 
 
LISA: I’m willing to try anything once….just to see my sister smile again. 
 
ALLAN: Well…that will have to do for now. In time…you’ll believe. 
 
LISA: We’ll see. Anyway…I think she may have seen the ad…but I’m not sure yet. 
 
ALLAN (confused): Your mother? 
 
LISA: No silly…Kerrian. 
 
ALLAN (relieved): Oh. 
 
LISA: I saw her staring at the paper for a while…then she threw it down. I hid it just in 
case she had second thoughts and wanted to see it again. 
 
ALLAN: The ad is pretty clever. You said a whole lot without saying anything much. 
 
LISA: I’m a journalist remember. I have my skills. 
 
 Allan takes out a Cell Phone and looks at it. 
 
LISA: Nice cell phone. 
 
ALLAN: Huh (realizes) Oh….yeah. But, this is not just a cell phone. 
 
LISA: It looks like a cell phone. 
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ALLAN: Well, it does….but it can only make one call. 
 
LISA: Really. To who? 
 
ALLAN: That’s classified information. 
 
LISA: Oh Cmon…tell me please. 
 
ALLAN: No. 
 
LISA: Okay…what if I told you one of my secrets…would you tell me then? 
 
 Allan considers. 
 
ALLAN: No. 
 
LISA: Pleeease. 
 
 Allan laughs. 
 
LISA: You’re really enjoying this aren’t you? 
 
ALLAN: Oh yeah. 
 
LISA: Allan. 
 
ALLAN: If I told you I would have to kill you. 
 
LISA: Okay…no problem. 
 
ALLAN: You’re crazy. Anyway, when Agents get in trouble they use this cell 
phone…they (whispers) ‘make the call.’ 
 
LISA: What kind of trouble? 
 
ALLAN: Sometimes we get in above our heads. Too much for one to handle so we call 
for help. 
 
LISA: Who do you call? 
 
ALLAN: HQ. 
 
LISA: Who? 
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ALLAN: Headquarters. 
 
LISA: Wow, cool. 
 
ALLAN: The thing is…there are veterans agents who have been on dozens of cases and 
have never made the call. So, it’s seen now as a cliché…a sign of failure. 
 
LISA: I would expect that from men. 
 
ALLAN: The agency has equal numbers of men and women…in most cases women are 
the ones who make the call. 
 
LISA: And men get a full dose of ego. 
 
ALLAN: Whatever. 
 
 The door opens and Kerrian and another man walks in. Lisa quickly hides 
 The newspaper before Kerrian acknowledges them Allan straightens himself. 
 He breathes hard to calm himself…(he’s nervous) 
 
LISA: My favourite sister. 
 
 Lisa approaches her with hands open for a hug. 
 
KERRIAN: No, no…no hug, no … 
 
 Too late. Lisa has already wrapped her in a tight hug. 
 
LISA: I missed you. 
 
KERRIAN: I’ve only been gone a couple hours. 
 
LISA: (sarcastic) Really. (looks at the smiling gentleman standing modestly behind 
Kerrian) I see you brought home something for a change. 
 
KERRIAN (sees Allan): Likewise, I’m sure. Lisa this is Jason…I met him at the park a 
few days ago. 
 
 Jason shakes Lisa’s hand. They exchange smiles. 
 
KERRIAN: He keeps insisting that I take him home….he promised to leave me alone 
now. 
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LISA: Uhmm…charming…Kerry, this is Allan. From church. You remember that red 
and white chequered building down the road with the big cross at the top. 
 
KERRIAN: Very funny, sis. 
 
 Kerrian shakes Allan’s hand…she pulls her hand away quickly not really 
 Interested in making friends. 
 
ALLAN: I’ve heard a lot about you. 
 
KERRIAN: Yeah well…my sister talks too much. 
 
ALLAN: I agree. 
 
 Lisa jabs Allan in his side. 
 
KERRIAN: So you two dating or something. 
 
ALLAN & LISA: No. No way. 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: He’s a good friend. 
 
KERRIAN: I see. Allan, this is Jason. 
 
 Allan and Jason shake hands…Allan sees something in Jason’s eyes that makes 
 Him uncomfortable. 
 
JASON (notices the stare): What? 
 
ALLAN: Nothing (fake smile) 
 
KERRIAN: What’s for dinner? I’m hungry. 
 
LISA: Sorry, sis. I didn’t get a chance to cook. 
 
JASON: Let’s order some Chinese food. I have a friend who works at the restaurant two 
blocks from here. 
 
KERRIAN: Great. 
 
 Kerrian goes for the Phone…everyone else finds a seat. 
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 SCENE 3 
 

LIGHTS UP. 
 
 They have finished eating and Lisa clears away the boxes and plates. 
 
 Jason gets up and starts to help her when the load seems unbearable for one. 
 
 Jason and Lisa exits with the garbage. 
 
 Allan and Kerrian sits opposite each other. Allan stares at her. She looks at him 
 Momentarily, then turn her face away. 
 
KERRIAN: You shouldn’t stare at a young lady like that. It makes me uncomfortable. 
 
ALLAN (now realizes that he’s been staring): Oh, sorry. I didn’t realize…(ahem)…that 
I was staring. 
 
KERRIAN: Why are you here… Alex? 
 
ALLAN: It’s Allan. 
 
KERRIAN: Yeah, right…Allan…Why are you here? 
 
ALLAN: Are you always this direct? 
 
KERRIAN: Not really. It’s a little character trait I picked up recently. 
 
ALLAN: Oh, I thought it was FDM. 
 
KERRIAN: What’s FDM? 
 
ALLAN: Feminine Defence Mechanism. It’s something females develop after being in a 
few bad relationships. 
 
KERRIAN: Oh…Well, maybe it is. Though I can’t say bad relationship is the source of 
mine, but …I love my little sister and I don’t want her to get hurt. 
 
ALLAN: Well, who can dispute the love between two siblings. 
 
KERRIAN: Are you going to answer the question? 
 
 Pause. 
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ALLAN: I have no intimate interest here…if that’s what you’re asking…I’m just a 
friend. That’s all. 
 
KERRIAN: Right….I would believe you considering the fact that you sound very 
sincere….but unfortunately I doubt very much that there is one sincere man left on this 
god-forsaken planet. 
 
ALLAN: You can’t judge a man because you made a few bad choices. 
 
KERRIAN: Who said I made bad choices? 
 
ALLAN: You’re still wearing a wedding ring….and you’re spending time with someone 
you met in the park the other day. It’s not that hard to tell that you’re facing marital 
issues. 
 
 Kerrian looks at the ring on her finger. She hadn’t even notice that she still had 
 It on. 
 
KERRIAN: Even if I was…it’s none of your business. 
 
ALLAN: Kerrian…I’m trying to be your friend. 
 
KERRIAN: Are you kidding me? There is no man alive who wants to be ‘just friends’ 
with someone like me. You only have one thing on your mind. That’s how you men 
think…that’s the only thing that drives you. 
 
ALLAN: I’m not like that. 
 
KERRIAN: Tell that to some stupid woman who is yet to learn the true nature of men. 
 
ALLAN: If you see all men as evil, why are you seeing Jason? Do you trust him? 
 
KERRIAN: No. And I don’t trust you either. 
 
 Kerrian gets up and exits to another room. 
 
 Allan sighs deeply and sinks into the chair. 
 
ALLAN: This is going to be a whole lot tougher than I thought. 
 
 Door slams offstage. 
 
 Lisa rushes out. 
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LISA: What happened? 
 
ALLAN: Bad start. 
 
LISA: Oh boy. Don’t worry. I’ll take care of it. 
 
 Lisa exits to another room. 
 
 Jason comes out. 
 
JASON: Man, don’t tell me you guys couldn’t survive two minutes. 
 
ALLAN: What? 
 
 Jason has the same devious look in his eyes, only this time it’s punctuated 

Also by the sinister smile on his face. 
 
JASON: I know who you are. I know why you’re here. 
 
ALLAN: Who are you? 
 
JASON: Who me…I’m an ‘agent’…just like you. 
 
ALLAN: I don’t know you. 
 
JASON: Yeah, well…its better that way. 
 
 Jason laughs and heads for the exit. 
 
 Allan steps in his way. 
 
 Jason expression gets serious. 
 
ALLAN: Who are you? What do you want? 
 
JASON: I have an appointment…and I’m late. Kindly step aside. 
 
 Allan puts his hand in Jason chest. 
 
ALLAN: I will not allow you to cause this family any more pain. 
 
JASON: So, you’re Mr. Hero now. Well, superman, you’re here on a mission and so am 
I. May the best man win. 
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 Jason shoves Allan aside and exits. 
 
 Allan is extremely disturbed. 
 
ALLAN: This is really not going according to plan.  
 
 Lisa comes back out. 
 
LISA: She seems really upset. She won’t let me in. What exactly did you say to her? 
 
ALLAN: I just told her I wanted to be her friend and that I wasn’t interested in you 
intimately. 
 
LISA: That’s it. Boy she must really be functioning on low fuel. 
 
ALLAN: That’s not the worst part. 
 
LISA: What do you mean? 
 
ALLAN: This guy Jason…I don’t think he’s up to any good. 
 
LISA: It’s a little early for you to be playing jealous boyfriend. 
 
ALLAN: No, really. Something he said…he’s weird. I don’t think it’s a good idea for 
Kerrian to be around this guy. 
 
LISA: Well, I won’t be the one to tell her…so be my guest. 
 
ALLAN: I can’t just tell her not to see him. 
 
LISA: I can’t think of a better way. 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: Listen…I gotta go. I’m meeting with one of our ‘cousins’ in the next half an hour 
and…I’m late. 
 
ALLAN: I hope you have a more productive day than the one I’ve had. 
 
LISA: We’ll see. Go home and rest. I’ll call you tomorrow. 
 
ALLAN: Okay. 
 
LISA: Chocolate. 
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ALLAN: What? 
 
LISA: Kerrian loves chocolate. 
 
ALLAN: Oh…okay…. thanks. Chocolate. 
 
 Allan exits. 
 
 Lisa exits to another room, re-enters with her purse and exit. 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE 4 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 Kerrian is on the Couch crying. 
 
ALLAN’S VOICE: Dear God…. this first case will be a whole lot tougher than I 
thought. She cries even more these days and I can’t help feeling that my attempts have 
somehow contributed to this. Everything in me wants to just walk away and let nature 
take its course…but we know what nature can do to hurting people…especially with 
Jason around. He says he’s an agent, Lord…but I don’t trust Him. I would ask you who 
he is, but you probably wouldn’t tell me. Anyway, give me wisdom to know what to do. 
I’m ignoring all my feelings at this point to proceed. 
 
 SFX: Knock Knock. 
 
 Kerrian quickly dries her cheeks and straightens herself. 
 
KERRIAN: Who is it? 
 
ALLAN’S VOICE: It’s me, Allan. 
 
 Kerrian slumps. She’s not too happy to hear that voice. 
 
KERRIAN: What do you want? 
 
ALLAN’S VOICE: May I come in….please. 
 
 Kerrian folds her arms and stays there for a beat. 
 
ALLAN’S VOICE: Please. 
 
KERRIAN: Yes, whatever. 
 
 Allan opens the door and enters closing it behind him. He has a box of chocolate 
 In his hands. 
 
ALLAN: Hi. 
 
KERRIAN: Lisa is not home. 
 
ALLAN: I know. 
 
 Kerrian looks at him for a beat and quickly looks away. 
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KERRIAN: Then, why are you here? No one else is here who wants you to be here. 
 
ALLAN: Would it help to say I’m sorry? 
 
KERRIAN: Whatever for. You haven’t done anything. 
 
ALLAN: I’m sorry anyway. We got off to a bad start and…I was hoping we could start 
over. 
 
KERRIAN: What is it exactly do you want, Alex? 
 
ALLAN: Allan. 
 
KERRIAN: Whatever. 
 
 Allan walks over to her and hands her the box of chocolate. She is reluctant at 
 First, but somehow she just cannot refuse chocolate. 
 
 She takes the box…looks at Allan and looks away, softening up a bit. 
 
KERRIAN: How did you know I like chocolate…wait…don’t answer that. I think I 
already know the answer. Thanks…but nothing has changed. 
 
 She helps herself to some chocolate. Allan smiles. 
 
KERRIAN: Tell me something…Allan…why are men like that. You go to lengths to 
find out what women want and you give it to her. You tell her all the right things she 
wants to hear everyday…stir up all her emotions and then she falls for you simply 
because you do and say all the right things and then….bam…you rip her heart to shreds. 
Why do men do that? 
 
ALLAN: I’m not sure. 
 
KERRIAN: Let me be a little more specific so you don’t have to speak for all men. Why 
do you do it? 
 
ALLAN: I’m not like that Kerrian. What you see is what you get? 
 
KERRIAN: There you go. 
 
ALLAN: What. 
 
KERRIAN: You’re telling me exactly what I want to hear. 
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ALLAN: I’m telling the truth. 
 
KERRIAN: There you go again. 
 
ALLAN: You know…somehow I don’t think we’re getting anywhere with this 
conversation. 
 
KERRIAN: You know…I think you’re right. 
 
 Pause. 
 
ALLAN: Kerrian look…I know how…difficult life can be sometimes…but if you just 
have faith in God… 
 
KERRIAN: God..? 
 
ALLAN: Yes, the big man upstairs. 
 
KERRIAN: Do you know Him? 
 
ALLAN: Yes I do. 
 
KERRIAN: Well, the next time you guys talk…ask him why he has been ignoring me all 
these years. 
 
ALLAN: I don’t think… 
 
KERRIAN: Ask him why he never answers my prayers. Ask him when will I have a 
season of peace.  
 
ALLAN: Don’t do this… 
 
KERRIAN: Ask him why I have to suffer so much and make so many bad 
choices…even when it seems he’s the one guiding my decisions. Ask him why he had to 
make such a huge mess out of my life…. 
 
ALLAN: Stop, please… 
 
KERRIAN: Maybe you can speak highly of God, Allan…maybe you have some pretty 
sweat testimony that you give in church every Sunday. But I have nothing but pain to 
show for my service to the Almighty. 
 
ALLAN: We don’t usually get what we want in life. 
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KERRIAN: Stick a pin, right there. I don’t even remember asking you for advice. Why 
are you here Allan? It seems like every time I see you all the bitterness…the anger… the 
hurt…everything just comes up to the surface. I don’t think I like you Allan. 
 
ALLAN: You have to face these elements in order to overcome your past. 
 
KERRIAN: I am not interested in overcoming anything. I just want to live my life in 
peace, Allan. Am I asking too much? I want to be free from all this….I want to be free 
for once in my life. Do you understand what I’m trying to say? 
 
ALLAN: I do. 
 
KERRIAN: Then leave me alone, Allan. I am not interested in friendship anymore. My 
best friend has been stabbing me square in my back these past few days. Just because I 
owe her a little money. She’s even threatening to carry me to court. My best friend, 
Allan. I don’t need friends…All I want is peace. 
 
 Jason enters carrying two boxes of chocolate. 
 
JASON: Hey. 
 
 Pause. 
 
JASON: Am I interrupting? 
 
KERRIAN: No, no. 
 
JASON: Good. I brought you some chocolate…(sees the other chocolate)…though it 
seems you’re already well on your way to filling your quota for the day…I’ll just put 
these in the fridge. 
 
KERRIAN: Thanks, Jason. 
 
 Jason exits. 
 
 Jason pats Allan on his back as he walks past him and exits to another room. 
 
KERRIAN: Lisa won’t be back for a couple of hours. She is in another state on 
assignment…I’ll let her know you stopped by. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah. 
 
KERRIAN: Thanks. For the chocolate. 
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ALLAN: Sure. 
 
 Pause. 
 
 Allan turns away from her and exits. 
 
 Jason enters from the adjoining room with two cokes. He hands one to 
 Kerrian. 
 
JASON: What did he want? 
 
KERRIAN: Nothing. 
 
JASON: Really. 
 
 Pause. 
 
JASON: Where’s Lisa? 
 
KERRIAN: She’s not here. 
 
JASON: So, she’s not the one he came to. 
 
KERRIAN: Who else? 
 
JASON: Well…Lisa doesn’t eat chocolate. 
 
 Kerrian is pretty annoyed. 
 
KERRIAN: Listen…I’ve already made it clear to you that I don’t want a relationship, 
okay. I can bring home chocolate without having to report to you, okay. If you can’t deal 
with that…the door is open. 
 
JASON: Alright….I was just trying to look out for you, girl. I don’t trust Allan. I think 
he’s up to something. 
 
KERRIAN: And you aren’t? 
 
JASON: I want you, I’m not going to deny that. But that’s not important right now. I 
want to see you enjoy life….the way it was meant to be enjoyed. I want you to be 
consumed by that feeling you get from the pleasure of  worldly indulgence. I want you to 
see the world as your playground. It’s ours to enjoy. 
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KERRIAN: I have had my share of the world. 
 
JASON: From one perspective…and a very limited one at that. Kinda like watching 
black and white television in the twenty first century. 
 
 Jason stands to his feet and extends his hand. 
 
JASON: Come with me and I will show you the world in full colour. 
 
 Kerrian finally starts to relax a bit. A small glint of smile creases Kerrian’s lip.  

She takes his hand. 
 
 Jason smiles broadly.  
 
KERRIAN: What exactly do you have in mind? 
 
JASON: Well, first I’m taking you to a club that I hang out so you can meet some of my 
guys and gals. I’ll pretty much let nature take its course from there. 
 
KERRIAN: Don’t pressure me Jason. I’m a very fragile woman. 
 
JASON: I won’t…I promise…scouts honour and stuff. 
 
KERRIAN: Yeah. 
 
 They exit. 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE 5 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 Lisa sits at CS looking despondent. She keeps looking at the door as if expecting 
 Someone to walk in at any minute. 
 
 Lisa stands when the door opens, but sits back down when she realizes its Allan. 
 
LISA: Oh, it’s you. 
 
ALLAN: Yes, well…I’m glad to see you too. 
 
LISA: I’m sorry Allan. It’s just that I’m real worried about my sister. 
 
ALLAN: Is she here? 
 
LISA: No. When I got home last night she wasn’t here. She didn’t come home. 
 
ALLAN: Do you have any idea where she is? 
 
LISA: I called her on her cell…but she just gave me a real nasty attitude when I asked 
where she was…I heard a very familiar voice in the background so I know who she is 
with. 
 
 Pause. 
 
ALLAN: Jason? 
 
LISA: Yeah. 
 
ALLAN: She is really into this guy, isn’t she? 
 
LISA: I think she’s just using him. But things have a way of turning around. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah. 
 
 Pause. 
 
ALLAN: Well… 
 
LISA: Well what? 
 
ALLAN: Lisa…did you find out anything? 
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LISA: About? Okay, just kidding. I’m kinda glad you’re here, now that you mention it. 
 
ALLAN: Good news, I hope. 
 
LISA: Well, one cousin led me to another, then to another and then to her. 
 
ALLAN: Her? 
 
LISA: Yes, Allan. I finally met my mother. 
 
 Allan is overjoyed. 
 
ALLAN: Well… 
 
LISA: Well what? 
 
ALLAN: Lisa. 
 
LISA: Sorry….I didn’t actually see her…I talked to her over the phone. But she’s 
coming by here today…. 
 
ALLAN: That’s why you’re so dressed up. 
 
LISA: Wow…you noticed. I’m surprised that a man like you still exist. 
 
ALLAN: Ha ha. 
 
LISA: Anyway….I haven’t said anything to Kerrian. I don’t know how she is going to 
react to all this. I think some form of preparation will be necessary. 
 
ALLAN: I have been praying about it. 
 
LISA: Good for you…but someone still needs to prepare her for it. 
 
ALLAN: How? She’s not even here. 
 
LISA: Well, maybe God is working it out after all. 
 
 Allan smiles. 
 
LISA: Don’t get any ideas. I go to church, but I’m a bit reserved in handing over my 
mind to someone I can’t see. 
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ALLAN: Yeah, well…I’m praying for you too. 
 
 SFX. Knock, Knock. 
 
 Lisa jumps to attention and straightens herself. 
 
LISA: That’s her. 
 
 She is suddenly shaking. 
 
 Allan tries to calm her. 
 
ALLAN: Try to relax. 
 
LISA: I’m meeting my biological mother for the first time…how exactly do I relax under 
these circumstances. 
 
ALLAN: Just breathe. 
 
 SFX. Knock, Knock. 
 
 Lisa takes in a breathe and lets it out. She looks less nervous. She steps to 
 The door and opens it. 
 
 A man stands on the other side glaring at the ground. 
 
 Lisa is not happy to see him. 
 
LISA: You have some nerve coming here. 
 
VANCE: Yeah, whatever. (He steps past her) Where is she? 
 
LISA: What do you want? 
 
VANCE: I want to know where my wife is. 
 
LISA: Why? 
 
 Vance exits to another room. 
 
ALLAN: Is that… 
 
LISA: Yes. 
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ALLAN: Why… 
 
LISA: (cuts him off) I don’t know. 
 
 Lisa exits behind Vance. 
 
 Allan feels a bit awkward. 
 
 Vance and Lisa comes back out. 
 
LISA: Can you leave…please? 
 
VANCE: You have no idea the hurt that sister of yours have caused me. 
 
LISA: You..? Hurt..? Am I missing something here? 
 
VANCE: Tell me something, Lisa…would you believe people over your own husband. 
Would you accept rumours over the word of your husband? 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: What are you saying? 
 
VANCE: I want my life back…I wanted to walk away because it troubled me that my 
own wife would not believe a single word I say…but I’m not walking away from 
something I invested so much into. I want my house back. 
 
LISA: Your house? 
 
 Vance sees Allan. 
 
VANCE: Who’s this? 
 
ALLAN: I’m… 
 
LISA: Mind your own business,  Vance. You are not entitled to ask questions because 
you no longer live here. 
 
VANCE: This is my house. 
 
LISA: Not anymore. 
 
VANCE: Yeah, well…we’ll see about that once we get to court. 
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 Vance pulls an envelope from his pocket and throws it at Lisa…she doesn’t 
 Make an attempt to catch it and it falls to the ground. 
 
 Vance storms out. 
 
 Allan stoops down and retrieves the envelope. He looks at the front of it. 
 
ALLAN: It’s a subpoena. 
 
 Lisa says nothing. 
 
ALLAN: Did you hear me? 
 
LISA: Yes. 
 
 Allan sees that Lisa is about to start crying. 
 
ALLAN: Don’t do that. 
 
 SFX. Knock, Knock. 
 
LISA (screams at the door): GO AWAY, YOU BASTARD. 
 
WOMAN’S VOICE: Lisa…Lisa, is that you? It’s me. It’s your mother. 
 
 Lisa is frozen for a beat.  
 

She straightens herself quickly and dries her cheeks. 
 
 Allan goes to the door to let her in. 
 
LISA: Mom…. 
 
 They just stare at each other, none knowing what exactly to say. 
 
 They fall into each other’s embrace. 
 
 They stay like that for a while before pulling away. 
 
MOM: I guess there is much to say…I am not sure I know where to begin. Have you 
Been crying? 
 
LISA: It’s okay…really…I think something was in my eyes. 
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MOM: Yeah….tears. 
 
LISA: Let’s not begin on a sad note. 
 
MOM: Okay….yes, you’re right. 
 
LISA: Mom…this is Allan…Allan, Mom. 
 
 Allan shakes her hand. 
 
MOM: And who is Allan? 
 
LISA: He’s a friend…a good friend, from church. 
 
MOM: Oh you don’t know how much hearing that means to me. 
 
LISA: What, mom? 
 
MOM: That you have a good friend from church. 
 
LISA: I never stopped going. It’s a refuge sometimes…but I don’t really believe in 
everything concerning the Christian faith. 
 
MOM: Well, I’m glad to know that you’re well on your way. 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: I made some coffee. I think it’s still hot. Do you want some? 
 
MOM: Sure.  
 
LISA: Allan… 
 
ALLAN: Yeah. 
 
 Lisa smiles and exits. 
 
 Long, awkward silence. 
 
MOM: So…you’re the friend from church. 
 
ALLAN: Yes, ma’am. 
 
MOM:What is the doctrine of your church? 
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ALLAN: Well…(ahem)…we believe in the bible, both old and new testament. We 
believe Jesus came to earth as flesh and blood, he was crucified and rose again on the 
third day and now sits at the right hand of God. We believe that faith in Jesus is the only 
way we can be saved. 
 
MOM: You know….I’m happy that you speak so fluently. There are so many Christians 
these days who know nothing about what their church stand for. 
 
ALLAN: I’ve done my homework… 
 
MOM: I can see that. But there is more to you, isn’t there? 
 
ALLAN: Well, there are some who go the extra mile to be there for one another…we 
commit to God’s work unselfishly representing Christ in all situations. 
 
MOM: Come have a seat with me. 
 
 They sit. 
 
MOM: I have made mistakes in the past…I gave my daughters up for adoption because I 
didn’t have enough faith in the Provider….It took me a long while to acknowledge 
that…then I spent ten years trying to locate them without luck. You found me in two 
weeks. 
 
ALLAN: How did you know I was….(realizes)….Lisa. 
 
MOM: She has a natural gift to talk….from she was a little girl. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah (smiles) 
 
MOM: I have learnt through all these years that there are some things we cannot 
fix…especially matters of the heart. This is a job for God alone. 
 
ALLAN: I’m not trying to take over God’s job…..I’m just a representative, more like an 
earthly extension of God’s hand. He uses me for his glory. 
 
MOM: Well, I just hope you know what you’re doing getting involved in all this. If you 
truly believe that God is leading and directing your steps…then I will leave you be. But, 
be careful. Sometimes when human hands try to fix a mess…it only ends up being worst. 
 
ALLAN: I know. 
 
MOM: With that out of the way…thank you. 
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 They exchange smile as Lisa walks out with a tray and coffee…. 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 SCENE 6 
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 LIGHTS UP 
 
 Lisa and Allan are both fast asleep on the Couch. 
 
 Kerrian enters looking totally beat and devoid of sleep. 
 
 Lisa walks up….Allan too. 
 
LISA: You’ve been gone for two days. 
 
 Kerrian looks at her sister, then at Allan. 
 
KERRIAN: You two spent the night together? 
 
LISA: Where have you been? 
 
KERRIAN: I’m not a child Lisa…please don’t treat me like one. 
 
 Kerrian exits. 
 
 Lisa sighs and folds her arms. 
 
ALLAN: Relax, kid. At least she’s home. 
 
LISA: Yeah. At least. 
 
ALLAN: Maybe I should go. 
 
LISA: No, Allan. I want you to stay right there. I think its time I had a little chat with my 
big sister. 
 
 Lisa exits. 
 
ALLAN: Oh boy. 
 
 Allan tries to make use of the time. He reaches for a book and flips a few pages. 
 He stops and reads a few lines, then put the book down. He gets up and walks 
 About the stage looking at photos and paintings on the wall, etc. 
 
 Kerrian comes up. She leans against the wall and watches Allan until he 
 Notices that she is standing there. 
 
ALLAN: Oh, hi. 
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KERRIAN: Hi. 
 
 Kerrian goes to the Couch and sits. 
 
KERRIAN: I have been a little jerk and I just wanted to apologize. I didn’t have to treat 
you so badly. 
 
ALLAN: What exactly did Lisa say to you? 
 
KERRIAN: All that I just said. 
  
 Allan laughs. 
 
 Kerrian smiles a little. 
 
KERRIAN: She is right, though. I’m really sorry. 
 
ALLAN: It’s cool. I understand. 
 
KERRIAN: Sooo…you’re not dating my sister. 
 
ALLAN: No. 
 
KERRIAN: You’re just friends? 
 
ALLAN: Yes. 
 
KERRIAN: And that’s all you want from me? 
 
ALLAN: Yes. 
 
KERRIAN: How exactly do I know when a man is telling the truth? 
 
ALLAN: I don’t know, exactly…I guess you have to watch him carefully to see if what 
he does line up with what he says. 
 
 Music rises in the background as their conversation continues. 
 
 Lisa comes out for just a moment. She smiles broadly, happy that the two are 
 Finally talking. 
 
 Music & Mimed conversation continues…. 
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 SCENE 7 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 Lisa and Kerrian onstage doing some house-chores. They dialogue as they work. 
 
LISA: When is the court date? 
 
KERRIAN: Tomorrow. 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: Well… 
 
KERRIAN: Well what? 
 
LISA: Do you think he can win? 
 
KERRIAN: I really don’t know, sis. I mean, the house and the car is in his name….I 
don’t think I can challenge that. He already has the car, if he wants the house I think the 
judge will rule in his favour. 
 
LISA: Are you saying that come tomorrow; we may not have a home? 
 
KERRIAN: Yes, that pretty much sums it up. 
 
LISA: Then why are we cleaning? 
 
KERRIAN: Boredom, perhaps. It’s Sunday. What else are we supposed to do on a 
Sunday? 
 
LISA: Well… 
 
KERRIAN: Except church! 
 
 Lisa withholds her response. They continue to dust, straighten furniture, etc. 
 
LISA: May I ask you a personal question? 
 
KERRIAN: That all depends. Do I have to answer it? 
 
LISA: An answer would be good. 
 
KERRIAN: What’s the question? 
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LISA: Do you ever think about mom? 
 
 Pause. 
 
KERRIAN: What is the relevance of that question? 
 
LISA: Look, Kerry…I’ve spent days trying to muscle up enough courage to ask, so 
please don’t make it any more difficult. 
 
KERRIAN: Well, it’s not a question I want to answer. 
 
LISA: Fine…ignore it, if you think that will make it go away. 
 
KERRIAN: I am not ignoring anything. 
 
LISA: Yes you are. That’s how you deal with difficult stuff. You either shove it under a 
carpet or you run from it. You know you don’t have the courage to face up to your 
challenges. 
 
KERRIAN: Do we have to have this argument now? 
 
LISA: Who’s arguing? I’m just making a point. 
 
KERRIAN: Then why are you shouting? 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: I just…I’m….(breaks down) There’s this void…inside me. Allan says its because 
I need Jesus…but I know its not just that. 
 
 Kerrian feels her sister’s pain. She comes to her to give comfort. 
 
KERRIAN: I think about her, sis…occasionally. 
 
LISA: No one understands how I feel when I see a mother and daughter shopping at the 
mall…praying together at church…watering their garden…No one understands how I 
feel when it’s mother’s day. 
 
 Kerrian hugs her. 
 
KERRIAN: I didn’t know you felt this way.  
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LISA: Kerrian, be honest with me. Wouldn’t you like to see mom again. Wouldn’t you 
embrace her and love her as if she hadn’t left. 
 
KERRIAN: I’m not so sure I could. She abandoned us, Lisa…look what we’ve been 
through because she let us go. 
 
LISA: Maybe she didn’t have a choice. Maybe we would not have survived if she hadn’t 
let us go. 
 
KERRIAN: It’s a fascinating theory, sis…but I’m not buying it. No child should have to 
live without their mother, especially when the father is not around either. 
 
LISA: When will you stop running? 
 
KERRIAN: I’m still here, aren’t I? 
 
LISA: For now…but I see it in your eyes. It’s all you’ve thought about for the past few 
days. 
 
KERRIAN: Well, maybe you’re right. Jason wanted me to go to Florida with him next 
week and I have been thinking about it. 
 
LISA: Jason is not a healthy friend to keep around. 
 
KERRIAN: Well, if he’s some leopard…I’m still waiting to see his stripes. 
 
LISA: If you wait that long, you won’t be able to get away from him. 
 
KERRIAN: Let me worry about me, okay. 
 
 Lisa composes herself. 
 
LISA: You were wrong about Allan…you could be wrong about Jason. 
 
KERRIAN: Are you saying I’m a bad judge of character? 
 
LISA: Do I have to say it? 
 
KERRIAN: I’m older than you, sis. I have more experience and I know for a fact that 
Allan is no different from any other man. 
 
LISA: You’re so wrong. 
 
KERRIAN: Am I? 
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LISA: Yes. He has no interest in anything other than friendship. 
 
KERRIAN: We’ll just see about that. 
 
 Pause. 
 
LISA: What…do you mean by that? 
 
KERRIAN: We’re having dinner at his place tonight…I’m gonna see just how bad a 
judge of character I am. 
 
LISA: What are you planning to do? 
 
KERRIAN: What do all women do best? (pause) I’m going to seduce him. 
 
 Kerrian smiles and pulls the apron from around her waist and exits. 
 
 Lisa folds her arms and frowns. 
 
 LIGHTS FADE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

END OF ACT ONE 
 

 
(Intermission – Set Change. ACT II takes place at Allan’s House) 
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SCENE 8 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 Allan is busy getting the place ready. I.e. Setting and lighting candles, forks and 
 Knives and plates are put in place, etc. 
 
 SFX. Knock Knock. 
 
 Allan straightens his tie, etc and goes to the door. He takes a deep breathe, takes 

A rose from a vase and opens the door. The breathe gets caught in his throat 
when he sees Kerrian and the rose falls from his hand. 
 
He quickly bends to pick it up. 

 
 Kerrian steps in. She is dressed in a gorgeous ankle length red sleeveless dress  

that clings to every curve of her body and has a split at the front that goes all the  
way up, a little above her knee. 

 
KERRIAN: Hi. 
 
 Allan is speechless. He just stands there with his mouth open not realizing that 
 There are no words coming out. 
 
 Kerrian is enjoying every moment. She admires his place. 
 
KERRIAN: This is nice. 
 

She walks to a radio and puts on some music. 
 
KERRIAN: I like your condo.  
 
ALLAN: Huh. 
 
KERRIAN: I said I like your place.  
 
ALLAN: Oh, huh…sorry…I thought, …yeah. 
 
 Kerrian goes to him and takes the rose. She smells it and smiles at it. 
 
 She turns and waltz to the table. Allan follows every beat. Kerrian is totally 
 Loving her influence on him. 
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 She stands next to the chair and waits. 
 
 Allan picks up the queue and pulls her chair out for her. She teasingly brushes 
 Past him and every hair stands on his hands. 
 
KERRIAN: Are you nervous? 
 
ALLAN: Me…no, huh…why do you ask? 
 
 She sits. 
 
KERRIAN: You’re sweating. 
 
ALLAN: Well, it’s kinda getting hot in here. 
 
KERRIAN: Uhm. 
 
 Kerrian helps herself to some of the food and passes it to Allan. 
 
 He clumsily tries to help himself. Kerrian smiles totally absorbed by his  
 Apparent discomfort. 
 
ALLAN: Is, uhm…Lisa home. 
 
KERRIAN: No. And lets not talk about Lisa? We have the night to ourselves. 
 
ALLAN: You…uhm…seem very alright….I mean, you’re different. 
 
KERRIAN: Is that bad? 
 
ALLAN: No, no. Why would that be bad..? Ahem, you are.., I mean, dinner is lovely…. 
 
 Kerrian smiles even more. 
 
KERRIAN (knows Allan is speaking foolishly): Well I assume you were a very good 
cook. Let’s eat. 
 
 Kerrian eats some….Allan can’t seem to get the fork to align with his mouth. 
 
 His hands are trembling.  
 
ALLAN: Uhm…excuse me…I need to use the bathroom. 
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KERRIAN: Sure. 
 
 Allan gets up and exits. 
 
 Kerrian finishes a mouthful, wipes her mouth, winks at the audience and exits 
 After Allan. 
 
 Moments past. 
 
 Allan runs out without his jacket. His shirt is unbuttoned half way down. 
 
ALLAN: I can’t do this. 
 
 Kerrian comes out holding his jacket. She is still in seductress mode. 
 
KERRIAN: Why did you invite me here? 
 
ALLAN: To have dinner…maybe have a nice little talk like the one we had the other 
day. 
 
KERRIAN: Guess what? I don’t believe you. 
 
 Kerrian approaches him. They start to play cat and mouse around the living 
 Room. 
 
ALLAN: Will you stop? 
 
KERRIAN: Let’s play a little game. It’s a man’s favourite game. Yes means No and No 
means Yes. Do you want me, Allan? 
 
ALLAN: I’m not playing your stupid game. 
 
KERRIAN: Why not? I like games. 
 
 Allan circles again and heads for the door. 
 
 Kerrian manages to get between him and the door. 
 
KERRIAN: Shouldn’t I be the one heading for the door? 
 
ALLAN: Kerrian, you have to respect me as a Christian. 
 
KERRIAN: But this whole fiasco of yours isn’t about you, is it? 
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ALLAN: What do you mean? 
 
KERRIAN: It’s the same question I keep asking you that you can’t answer. 
 
ALLAN: What question? 
 
KERRIAN: What do you want from me? 
 
ALLAN: I think you better go. 
 
KERRIAN: See what I mean. Allan, as much as I enjoyed chasing you around this 
room…it all boils down to this moment. If I walk out that door right now you will be 
rejecting me like every other man in my life and it is important to me…to my sister…that 
you be different. 
 
ALLAN: I am different. But if I give you what you want, I will be turning my back on 
something more important and….I just can’t do that. 
 
KERRIAN: What do you have to offer me, Allan? 
 
ALLAN: My friendship. 
 
 Kerrian considers. She hands him back his jacket. 
 
KERRIAN: That’s not what I need in my life right now. 
 
ALLAN: I can’t give you what you need. 
 
KERRIAN: Don’t you love me, Allan? 
 
 He looks into her eyes, but cannot answer because he won’t lie. 
 
ALLAN: I would rather we leave that question unanswered. 
 
 Kerrian waits, then tries to kiss him but he pulls away. She finally gives up. 
 
 She steps towards the door. 
 
 Tears form in her eyes.  
 
ALLAN: I’m sorry. 
 
KERRIAN: Yeah…Me too. 
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The tears flow as she exits.  
 
Allan beats himself.  
 
He goes to his table, pulls out a notepad and writes… 

 
ALLAN’S VOICE: How could I have done such a thing…and sin against my God: Sin 
against my own body? Where could I have hidden from God’s presence? Where could I 
have found redemption? In my temporal victory, I have lost. For now my strength is my 
weakness and though my body escaped God’s judgment, my heart went through the door 
…with her! I have failed! My heart, my mind, my body will no longer be unified but they 
will each be playing a different tune. The harmony of success that once lingered on the 
horizon will vanquish, as day into night and the bitter shroud of defeat will be my 
garment… 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE 9 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 SFX: Knock, Knock. (Repeat a few times) 
 
 Allan shows up in pyjamas and wears a groggy expression. 
 
 He opens the door and Lisa storms in almost knocking him over. 
 
ALLAN (sarcastic): Oh hi Lisa, would you like to come in? 
 
 He closes the door. 
 
LISA: Where have you been? 
 
ALLAN: Home. 
 
LISA: Doing what…feeling sorry for yourself? 
 
ALLAN: Actually I was sleeping. 
 
LISA: Are you drunk? 
 
ALLAN: That all depends. Can grape juice drunk ya….? I mean, I think I had a whole 
bottle last night. 
 
LISA: Allan, pull yourself together. We have work to do. 
 
ALLAN: We…there is no we darling. There is you and there is me. You will be leaving 
and I will be going back to sleeping. 
 
 He tries to past Lisa but she stops him with a hand in his chest. 
 
LISA: She’s gone. 
 
ALLAN: Who? 
 
LISA: Kerrian. 
 
ALLAN: Oh…did you call the Police. 
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LISA: You know better than that Allan. The Police have to wait 72 hours before they 
consider someone missing…but I know my sister and if we don’t find her within the next 
few hours…we may never see her again. 
 
ALLAN: I have been thinking about that….and I wonder…is that really a bad thing. 
 
LISA: You have no idea what that girl is capable of doing when she’s like this. 
 
ALLAN: ( a bit puzzled) Am I missing something here? 
 
LISA: You missed a whole lot. We went to court today and of course the judge ruled in 
Vance’s favour seeing the house is in his name. He also took out a restraining order 
against Kerrian saying she threatened him. 
 
ALLAN: What? 
 
LISA: If that wasn’t bad enough, Vance was picked up by Olivia in his car and he was 
greeted with a not so formal kiss…right before Kerrian’s eyes. 
 
ALLAN: Who’s Olivia? 
 
LISA: She was Kerrian’s best friend. 
 
ALLAN (sobering up): Oh man…She must be devastated. 
 
LISA: We need to find her. 
 
ALLAN: But what can I do? 
 
LISA: Make the call. 
 
ALLAN: NO WAY!! 
 
LISA: We have no choice, Allan. We need help. 
 
ALLAN: I will admit my failures to God…but not to the Agency. I will be the laughing 
stock of the whole department for years. 
 
LISA: And that’s not worth my sister’s life. 
 
 Pause. 
 
ALLAN: I can’t admit it…Lisa…I’m just not strong enough and this is my first case, my 
very first case. 
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LISA (calling offstage): Mom… 
 
 The door opens and Mom enters all teary eyed. 
 
ALLAN: You were out there all along. 
 
MOM: Yes. Will you help me find my daughter? I don’t want to lose any of my babies 
again. They have no home…they have no friends… 
 
 Lisa and Mom comfort each other. 
 
MOM: I was waiting for the right moment to see her and now the thought that I may not 
ever get to see her scares me half to death. I can’t possibly live with this for the rest of 
my life Allan. Help us. 
 
 Allan is convicted to his very soul. 
  
 He finds his cell phone and dials. He puts the phone to his ears. 
 
ALLAN: This is Agent Allan Johnson. (long pause) I need help! 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE 10 
 
 LIGHTS UP 
 
 Four additional agents are gathered at CS with Allan, Lisa and MOM. 
 
AGENT ONE: So, Allan…you made the call. 
 
 It’s obvious that the other Agents are trying to stifle a grin. 
 
AGENT TWO: You know we’ll be talking about this for a while? 
 
ALLAN: And laughing…yes I know. But we can do all that later…right now we have 
someone to find. 
 
 Allan hands each Agent a set of pictures. 
 
ALLAN: We have people posted at all the major Bus & Train Stations and also at the 
airports. We know she hasn’t left the City. 
 
LISA: She mentioned that she was considering going to Florida with Jason. I think she’s 
with him. 
 
AGENT THREE: Wait just a minute. (looks carefully at one of the photos in his hand) 
Jason wouldn’t happen to be this guy here, now would he? 
 
 Allan looks at the picture…so does the others. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah, that’s him. 
 
AGENT THREE: I know this guy. He messed up a case for me years ago. 
 
ALLAN: He told me he was an Agent. 
 
AGENT THREE: He was….but he works for the other side. 
 
MOM: God have mercy. 
 
AGENT THREE: If our young lady here leaves with him….we may never find her. 
 
ALLAN: Time to go. 
 
 All the Agents exits…Lisa follows behind Allan who turns around to stop her. 
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ALLAN: Where are you going? 
 
LISA: Please, I want to help. 
 
ALLAN: You have to stay here… 
 
LISA: NO!!! 
 
ALLAN: Your mother needs you right now. 
 
 Lisa had almost forgotten her mother standing there in the middle of the room. 
 
ALLAN: Your mother is a strong Christian, Lisa…but there are times we need someone 
to hold up our hands…times we need someone to help us pray. I think you need to choose 
this day…whom you will serve. 
 
 Lisa is in tears. Allan hugs her briefly and exits. 
 
 Lisa goes to her mother. 
 
LISA: Mom….I need to go to God…but I don’t know the way. Will you show me? 
 
 Mom takes her hands and they close their teary eyes in prayer as… 
 
 LIGHTS FADE 
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SHORT SCENES 
  

LIGHTS UP 
 
 Lisa paces back and forth. Mom enters from the kitchen with two cups of tea. 
 
 The Phone rings…Lisa answers quickly. 
 
LISA (hopeful): Allan….(listens. Expression falls) Sorry…no, he’s not here. May I take 
a message…..okay…..okay…..I will. (hangs up) 
 
 Mom gives her a cup. 
 
 LIGHTS FADE 
 
 

LIGHTS UP 
 
 Lisa and Mom in arms on the Couch. Mom strokes Lisa’s hair as she would a 
 Child. 
 
 LIGHTS OUT 
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SCENE 11 
 

LIGHTS UP 
 
 Both Lisa and Mom are asleep. 
 
 Allan enters looking real exhausted. 
 
 Lisa and Mom wake up at the sound of the door closing. 
 
LISA: Well… 
 
ALLAN: Well what? 
 
LISA: Did you find her? 
 
ALLAN: Who? 
 
LISA: Will you stop playing games! 
 
ALLAN: Alright. 
 
 Allan falls in the Couch totally exhausted. He almost dozes off when a book 
 Is thrown at his head. 
 
ALLAN: What?? 
 
MOM: You’re killing me here, son. 
 
ALLAN: Oh, sorry. (smiles) We found her. 
 
MOM: Thank God. 
 
 Lisa jumps up and goes to the door. She looks out and around. She comes back 
 Disappointed. 
 
LISA: Where is my sister? 
 
ALLAN: Agents are on their way here with her now. 
 
LISA: So, what happened? 
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ALLAN: It was crazy. Apparently Jason knew our procedures, so he was one step ahead 
of us. He was travelling by taxi to a private airport where a plane he chartered would be 
waiting for them. 
 
MOM: He can afford to charter a whole plane? 
 
ALLAN: Oh yeah. Once we recognized who we were up against, we figured there was 
no way he would show up at the major locations we had under lock-down…so we spread 
out and started to search among the common alternatives. We picked up their trail at a 
local taxi service station, got a link to the driver who drove the taxi they were in and 
manage to catch up with them at the air field…. then the weirdest thing happened. 
 
LISA: What? 
 
ALLAN: Well, one moment Jason was leading Kerrian by her arm…. the next, he was 
gone. 
 
LISA: You mean he ran away. 
 
ALLAN: No…he disappeared. Once he made us, he was just not there anymore. 
 
LISA: Of all the weird things… 
 
MOM: If you were there when they found Kerrian, how is it that you got here before 
her? 
 
ALLAN: I was scared to go to her…so I left once I knew she was okay. I think maybe 
they stopped for a bite to eat or something. 
 
 The door opens just then and Kerrian steps in. Her eyes are cast to the ground. 
 
LISA: Kerry… 
 
 Lisa jumps up and go to her sister, wrapping her arms tight around her. 
 
 Mom stands to her feet, weak and nervous. Allan turns away. 
 
LISA: Are you okay? 
 
KERRIAN: I don’t think I am. 
 
LISA: There’s something I need to tell you. 
 
 Kerrian nods waiting to hear. 
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LISA: Mom is here. 
 
 Within moments Kerrian eyes well with tears. 
 
KERRIAN: Mom!?! 
 
 Kerrian looks past Lisa and sees Mom standing there waiting. 
 
 Lisa steps to one side, but the distance between mother and daughter remains. 
 
MOM: Hi, baby girl. 
 
KERRIAN: Where have…..where have you been? 
 
MOM: I’ve been here….waiting for you to come home. 
 
 The distance starts to close until mother and daughter are wrapped in a long,  

tight embrace. 
 
KERRIAN: For years I’ve thought about some real nasty things to say to you if I ever 
saw you again. I wanted to hate you for abandoning us…I blamed you for everything that 
has ever gone wrong in my life. 
 
MOM: I know. 
 
KERRIAN: I love you, mom….I’m still gonna give you a piece of my mind…but not 
today….not today. 
 
 Lisa comes into the embrace….mother and daughters reunited at last. 
 
 Kerrian sees Allan standing afar off…looking real out of place. She gestures for 
 Him to come closer. He declines….she insist, mom insists, Lisa insists…he gives 
 In and walks closer to them. They bring him also into the embrace. Tears flow, 
 Laughter, praises to God. 
 
 After a long beat they part. 
 
MOM: Kerry, Lisa…for years I’ve searched for you…relentlessly. I prayed that God 
would somehow reunite us again…even once more. I have been given that privileged and 
I want this moment to last forever. 
 
LISA: Me too, Mom. 
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MOM: I want you both to come home. Tonight. 
 
KERRIAN (speaks with that longing in her heart): Home? 
 
MOM: Yes…Come home. 
 
KERRIAN: Okay, mom. 
 
 They hug again. 
 
 Mom then hugs Allan. 
 
MOM: Thank you. 
 
ALLAN: God deserves the Praise. 
 
MOM: I’ll be praising the Lord for a very long time, son. 
 
ALLAN (smiles): Amen. 
 
 Lisa hugs Allan tightly. 
 
LISA: I’ll be seeing you at church. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah. 
 
LISA: You were right, you know. God does have a way of working things out. 
 
ALLAN: Now do you believe? 
 
LISA: With all my heart. 
 
KERRIAN: You guys go on…I’ll catch up with you in a minute. 
 
MOM: Alright. 
 
 Mom and Lisa exits. 
 
 Kerrian hesitates before speaking. 
 
KERRIAN: So, who are you exactly? 
 
 Pause. 
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ALLAN: I’m your friend. 
 
KERRIAN: I’m not used to friends putting so much on the line for me. 
 
ALLAN: Well, it’s who I am…it’s what I do. 
 
 Pause. 
 
KERRIAN: I’m sorry I…. tempted you. 
 
 Allan can’t help but to laugh. Kerrian starts laughing too. 
 
ALLAN: I still picture you in your smashing red dress chasing me around the room. 
 
KERRIAN: It was kinda silly…but it was fun. 
 
ALLAN: Yeah. 
 
KERRIAN: I didn’t understand your rejection…your reason for running…but now I do. 
I respect you now as a man and even more as a Christian. 
 
ALLAN: That means a lot to me, Kerry. 
 
KERRIAN: Only my friends call me Kerry. 
 
ALLAN: I know. 
 
 Kerrian smiles…she kisses Allan on the cheek. 
 
KERRIAN: Next time you pray….tell God that I’ll be home waiting for him…He can 
just walk on in because the door will be open. 
 
 This brings tears to Allan’s eyes. 
 
ALLAN: I will. 
 
KERRIAN: Goodbye…friend. 
 
ALLAN: Bye. 
 
 Kerrian exits. 
 
 Allan falls to his knees in praise and prayer. 
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ALLANS VOICE: It was not by my might, or by my strength but by Your Spirit, Lord. 
For where I failed you succeeded; where I was weak, you were strong; where I had fallen, 
you have overcome. Through you we are more than conquerors and life goes on…life 
goes on…the Prodigal Daughter has returned home. (pause) CASE CLOSED! 
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